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Verifying the Termination of Workflows
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In this paper we describe the behavior of workflows using graph theory and logic. A workflow is an abstraction
of a business process that consists of one or more tasks to be executed to reach the goal or objective of the
business process. Graphs are a formal notation that may be used for representing business processes. We use
propositional logic to describe all possible models or cases present in a workflow. We conclude the paper by
studying the termination of workflows, a very important property that allows us to verify under which conditions
a business process finishes its execution.
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1 Introduction

In this paper we use mathematical tools, such as graph theory [10] and concepts of logic [16], to approach and
solve a problem from computer science.

Currently, systems and infrastructures are being developed to support Web services, that can be integrated as
part of workflow processes. A workflow is the formal definition of a process used to manage business processes
[3], that consists in one or more tasks to be executed. The tasks are represented with vertices and the partial
ordering of tasks is modeled with arcs, known as transitions.

Workflows have been successfully deployed to various domains, such as bio-informatics [7, 11], healthcare
[4], the telecommunications industry [14], the military [12], and school administration [6].

In the last decade, important advancements have been accomplished in the implementation of workflow sys-
tems and in the development of theoretical foundations to allow workflow modeling, verification, and analysis.
A number of formal frameworks have been proposed for workflow modeling such as State and Activity Charts
[15], Graphs, Event-Condition-Action rules [8, 9], Petri Nets [1, 2], Temporal Logic [5] and Markov chains [13].
The use of directed graphs to model the control flow of workflows has been the main formalism used in workflow
systems implementation (e.g. METEOR-S, TIBCO Workflow, and Staffware Process Suite).

In this paper we present a formal framework, based on control flow graphs theory. We also establish three
important rules that allow us to describe all models (i.e., simple parts of the workflow) present in the workflow.
Finally, we study a very important property of workflows, their logical termination. Our main result describes a
necessary and sufficient condition for the logical termination of a workflow.

2 Logical Termination

In our approach we model workflows with tri-logic acyclic directed graphs. This type of graphs has an in-
put/output logic operator associated with each vertex of the graph. We start by giving a formal definition of a
workflow structure. The semantics of these vertices are well-known and have been widely used.

Definition 2.1 A workflow is a tri-logic acyclic direct graph WG = (T, A), where T = {t1, t2, . . . , tn} is
a finite nonempty set of vertices representing workflow tasks. Each task ti (i.e., a vertex) has an input logic
operator (represented byÂ ti) and an output logic operator (represented by ti ≺). An input/output logic operator
can be the logical AND (•), the OR (⊗), or the XOR -exclusive-or - (⊕). The set A = {at, au, a1, a2, . . . , am}
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is a finite nonempty set of arcs representing workflow transitions. Each transition ai, i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, is a tuple
(tk, tl) where tk, tl ∈ T . The transition at is a tuple of the form (t, t1) and transition au is a tuple of the form
(tn,u). The symbols t and u represent abstract tasks which indicate the entry and ending point of the workflow,
respectively. We use the symbol ′ to reference the label of a transition, i.e., a′i references transition ai, ai ∈ A.
The elements a′i are called Boolean terms and form the set A′.

A workflow starts its execution when transition at is enabled. The transition can be enabled explicitly by a
user or implicitly by an external event.

A transition is enabled/disabled if the respective Boolean term is asserted to be true/false. Thus, the workflow
starts its execution by asserting a′t to be true.

Definition 2.2 The incoming transitions for task ti ∈ T are the tuples of the form aj = (x, ti), x ∈ T, aj ∈ A,
and the outgoing transitions for task ti are the tuples of the form al = (ti, y), y ∈ T, al ∈ A.

Definition 2.3 The incoming condition for task ti ∈ T is a Boolean expression with terms a′ ∈ A′, where
a is an incoming transition of task ti. The terms a′ are connected with the logical operator Â ti. The outgoing
condition for task ti ∈ T is a Boolean expression with terms a′ ∈ A′, where a is an outgoing transition of task ti.
The terms a′ are connected with the logical operator ti ≺. If the task has only one incoming/outgoing transition
then the condition does not have a logical operator.

Definition 2.4 Given a workflow WG = (T, A), an Event-Action (EA) model for a task ti ∈ T is an
implication of the form ti : fE Ã fC , where fE and fC are the incoming and outgoing conditions of task ti,
respectively. For any EA model ti : fE Ã fC , fE and fC have always the same Boolean value.

Remark 2.5 The expressions fE and fC are logically equivalent. However, we use the symbol Ã to represent
this equivalence, which is suggestive to indicate the flow in the workflow.

Remark 2.6 For any EA model ti : fE Ã fC , its behavior has two possible distinct modes: when fE is
evaluated to true and when fE is evaluated to false. In the first case, its outgoing transitions are enabled or
disabled in such way that the outgoing condition is true. In the second situation, task ti disables all its outgoing
transitions and consequently fC becomes false.

The symbol ↔ is used in the following way: S1 ↔ S2 means that the compound statements S1 and S2 are
logically equivalent, using substitution rules from the Laws of Logic.

Note that a workflow has as many EA models as tasks. When EA models are combined, new models can be
derived, based on their Boolean expressions. The creation of new models can be accomplished with the logical
implication of EA models. The following rules allow us to create new models based on existing ones.

Theorem 2.7 Transitivity Rule: Let WG = (T, A) be a workflow. Suppose that the EA models fEi Ã fCi

and fEj Ã fCj hold. If fCi ↔ fEj , then the model fEi Ã fCj also holds.
Corollary 2.8 Logical Implication of EA models: Let WG = (T, A) be a workflow. Suppose that the EA

models fA Ã fB and fB Ã fC hold. Then the model fA Ã fC also holds.
Theorem 2.9 Right Partial Transitivity Rule: Let WG = (T, A) be a workflow.

1. If both EA models fEi Ã fCi and fEj Ã fCj hold, where fCi ↔ fnϕfEj , ϕ ∈ {•,⊗,⊕}, then the model
fEi Ã fnϕfCj also holds.

2. If both EA models fEi Ã fCi and fCj Ã fEj hold, where fCi ↔ fnϕfEj , ϕ ∈ {•,⊗,⊕}, then the model
fEi Ã fnϕfCj also holds.

Theorem 2.10 Left Partial Transitivity Rule: Let WG = (T,A) be a workflow.

1. If both EA models fEi Ã fCi and fEj Ã fCj hold, where fEi ↔ fnϕfEj , ϕ ∈ {•,⊗,⊕}, then the model
fnϕfCj Ã fCi also holds.

2. If both EA models fEi Ã fCi and fCj Ã fEj hold, where fEi ↔ fnϕfEj , ϕ ∈ {•,⊗,⊕}, then the model
fnϕfCj Ã fCi also holds.

Definition 2.11 Let WG = (T,A) be a workflow. An extended EA model is a model obtained from the EA
models in WG, applying the previous rules (transitivity, right partial transitivity and left partial transitivity).
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Remark 2.12 The extended EA models are represented with the same symbology of the EA models. More-
over, they have the same behavior of the EA models, i.e., if X Ã Y is an extended EA model, then X and Y
have always the same Boolean value.

From now on, we will denote by M the set of all EA models defined over WG.

Definition 2.13 Let WG = (T, A) be a workflow. Let X Ã Y be an extended EA model. In this situation
we say that M logically implies X Ã Y, or X Ã Y is logically reached by M.

Definition 2.14 Let WG = (T,A) be a workflow. The set of all EA models and extended EA models that
hold over WG is called the closure of M and it is denoted by M+, i.e.,

M+ = M ∪ {X Ã Y : M logically implies X Ã Y }.

These three rules (transitivity, right partial transitivity and left partial transitivity) are sound because any ex-
tended EA model still holds over WG. On the other hand, they are complete because they generate all models in
WG, i.e., if X Ã Y is in the closure of M, M+, then it can be deduced using these three rules.

Definition 2.15 Let WG = (T,A) be a workflow. We say that WG logically terminates if transition au is
enabled at some point in time after transition at has been enabled.

Once at is enabled, tasks of the workflow start their execution. The processing of the workflow stops when
one of the following cases occur:
(a) the workflow finishes by enabling transition au,
(b) the processing stops at some task because the incoming condition is false.

Our main result is the following theorem, where we establish a necessary and sufficient condition for the
logical termination of workflows.

Theorem 2.16 Let WG = (T,A) be a workflow. Then WG logically terminates if and only if at Ã au ∈
M+.

This theorem allows us to check the termination of workflows. While the definition of logical termination
obliges to study all EA models present in WG, and the connection between each others, with our approach the
most important advantage is to focus our attention in only one model: at Ã au. Clearly, with this approach we
establish a more practical and easy process to verify this important property of workflows: their termination.

3 Conclusions

Workflow management systems are capable of hosting e-commerce applications by integrating business function-
alities in a short time and with low costs. This is of significant importance for global and competitive markets.
Workflows describing e-commerce applications require a precise modeling, verification and analysis to ensure
that they perform according to initial specifications. To guarantee that workflows are successfully executed at
runtime, it is necessary to verify their properties at design time. In this paper we present a formal framework,
based on control flow graphs theory, to check workflow specifications for correctness, i.e., the logical termination
of the workflow.

The contribution of our work will enable the development of tools that will support and allow business process
analysts to verify the correctness of their workflows at design time.
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